Have you evaluated the Software?  □ Yes  □ No

If NO, why?

Which kind of evaluation did you do?  □ Cloud  □ On-premises  □ Both
Which Software did you evaluate?  □ Turbo Router  □ Turbo IPsec  □ Turbo CG-NAT
How long did the evaluation last?

Can you describe your use case?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Can you rank using a scale between 5 and 1 (5: excellent to 1: bad):

Software download : ___
Software installation : ___
System configuration : ___
Network configuration : ___
Software stability : ___
Software documentation : ___
Support during evaluation : ___

Which features have you tested?

Layer 2  □  Which protocol:__________________________
IPv4  □
IPv6  □
QoS  □
Dynamic routing  □  Which protocol:__________________________
Virtual Routing  □
ECMP  □
NAT  □
ACL  □
Encapsulation  □  Which protocol:__________________________
IPsec  □
IKE  □
CG-NAT  □
ALGs  □  Which protocol:__________________________
Endpoint mapping  □  □ dependent □ independent □
Endpoint filtering  □  □ dependent □ independent □
Hair pinning  □
High Availability  □  Which protocol:__________________________
KPIs  □  Which framework:__________________________
Logs  □  Which framework:__________________________
Management  □  Which one (CLI, NETCONF):__________________________
Others  □
Which performance tests have you performed?

Layer 2  □  Which protocol: __________________________
IPv4  □
IPv6  □
QoS  □
Dynamic routing  □  Which protocol: __________________________
Virtual Routing  □
ECMP  □
ACL / NAT  □  Number of connections: __________________________
               Connections per second: __________________________
               Throughput: __________________________
Encapsulation  □  Which protocol: __________________________
IPsec  □
IKE  □
CG-NAT  □  Number of connections: __________________________
               Connections per second: __________________________
               Throughput: __________________________
Others

Did you find any major missing feature or software limitation? What are the main problems you have encountered?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

What is your overall feedback about the evaluation (1: bad to 5: excellent): _____?

Do you consider purchasing the Software?  □: Yes  □: No

If YES, in which time frame?  □: 1 month  □: 3 months  □: 6 months  □: 12 months

Name:

Title:

Company:

Email: